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HOUSING

KENNEL RUNS
Modular kennel runs offer long-lasting, secure enclosures 
in Stainless Steel or galvanized with a selection of Stainless 
Steel, PVC and mesh panel options.

CAT CONDOS 
AND SUITES 

Colorful cat condos and suites provide comfortable hous-
ing to feline patients and boarders. Made from MRB (mois-
ture-resistant board) and available in a selection of colors 
and four standard sizes (Ask about our new Feline Comfort 
Suite that is virtually impervious to liquids).

CAGES
Our premium cages are made from high-quality Stainless Steel 
and feature a fluid-retaining lip, 1”-square tube frame, sound 
dampening latch and durable hinges.



   PRELUDE LED  
   LIGHTS
Shor-Line’s Prelude LED Surgery lights have helped surgeons 
around the world see better and stay cooler during surgery. 
The lights feature a color temperature of 4500K for visual tis-
sue clarity and a 152mm field of illumination at a one-meter 
working distance.

The new Prelude LED Exam lights provide the same 
high-quality light in a smaller unit designed for exam rooms.

ANESTHESIA
All Shor-Line anesthesia machines come with Safety Pressure Relief 
valve to help avoid pop-off valve closure accidents. All units come 
with a selection of breathing circuits and bags. The Pureline M6000 
also includes an oxygen concentrator to make O2 from room air. 
Vaporizer, dual “E” tank manifold and bottles sold separately.

TUB TABLES
Versatile Tub Tables are available in white or almond laminate 
as well as Stainless Steel. Choose standard door and drawer 
configuration. All include a Stainless Steel tub with two-piece grill 
top.

SURGERY TABLES
Quality craftsmanship make Shor-Line surgery tables the best 
product for the surgery suite. Premium Stainless Steel and the 
built-in adjustments fit almost any surgeon’s style.

EXAM TABLES
Stainless Steel makes Shor-Line exam tables durable and easy 
to clean. Premium features like rounded corners and a fluid-
retaining lip help protect pets and staff.

Economy Lift Exam Tables are available in hydraulic or electric 
and 120V or 240V.

Pureline M6000 Plus Mobile Anesthesia 

Prelude LED Dual Ceiling 
Mount Surgery Light

Prelude LED Wall Mount 
Exam Light
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Surgery Table
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Exam Table

Stainless Steel 
Fold-up Exam Table

Classic Flat-Top 
Heated Surgery Table
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